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Chairman Rick Monroe called the special meeting to order at 4:30 p.m. Present: Colene
Conley, Rick Monroe, Bill Pavlick, Fred Boreman and Bev Fry.
Rick stated we were here to speak with Fred Boreman about our roads. They have taken a
beating this winter.
Fred had given the trustees a list of our roads with a rating on what road needs work first.
Fred thought we should prioritize our list and work from there. Colene asked about the
areas where she saw half-moon shapes on the edge of the pavement and would wedge
paving help that.
Fred stated our roads were structurally ok so we wouldn’t have to re-pave them. There are
several tools that can be used. It would be up to what funds are available and what the
trustees want to see. There were a couple of bad spots on Erhart Road and one on Lester
Road that may be able to be crack sealed then.
Bill asked about micro sealing Wolff Road since it hasn’t been paved in about 8 years.
Would that help keep the road longer? Micro seal will only last as long as the pavement
underneath is. If the base keeps cracking, the micro seal will too. You would normally get 3
– 4 years from the micro seal if the base is good. The trustees all stated that Branch Road
still looks good and it was micro sealed a couple of years ago. Fred stated that there were
roads with a lot of hairline cracks, micro seal would be a good option. If the cracks are ¼” or
more, crack seal would need to be done. There was also discussion regarding when more
Issue 2 money will be available.
The trustees stated we used to work from the most traveled roads to keep them good as
well as the other good roads. Bill asked Fred if he would take the wish lists and prioritize
them and if he would recommend what kind of surfacing?
Fred has Erhart from Stone to 18 as a road to be taken care of. He thought it needed crack
sealed and two wedges.
Spieth Road from Abbeyville to Marks also needs attention because it is full of cracks. Fred
thinks Spieth needs strength and beefed up. He would recommend resurfacing Spieth.
Lytle Construction has sold his business so that is affecting the ability for chip sealing and
motor paving. Rick stated there is a new company in Cuyahoga Co. but no one knows
anything about them.
Stone Road from Columbia to SR 18 is also a road of concern for Fred. The county has put
the bid out for Columbia from Branch to Smith so maybe we could get a good rate if we
went to bid.
Wolff Road between Abbeyville and Marks is also a road of concern for Fred.
Colene brought up the corner of Hunters Trail where the concrete meets the asphalt. Fred
explained how it should be fixed correctly. Granger, Cardinal, Perrin, Precision and Plas do
that kind of work.
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Fred recommended that the trustees do one or two roads really well and set up a plan for
working on roads in the future. Wolff and Erhart Roads are two that keep getting brought up
to be worked on.
Fred reminded the trustees that when the trustees get estimates they need to know what
they are getting out of that estimate. The details need to be given with the cost so the
estimates can be compared.
Rick will call Bill Viovode regarding Spieth Road and the bridge replacement timing so we
know when to put it in the paving schedule.
Micro seal was an interest on Lester and Station after they are repaired. Short Wolff will get
the hold patched. Micro-surfacing would be an option for long Wolff Road. Since the county
is doing Columbia Road this year, so it would be a good time to bid out Stone Road
between Columbia and SR 18. Fred will review Lester from 18 to Spieth and Station from
57 to 18; Erhart; Stone by Coyne’s; Short Wolff across from the gulf course and a hole on
Gayer Road for what needs to be done to get estimates. Fred will also check Bachtell. Fred
will be able to get rough cost estimates once the county awards their first bid.
The trustees will have Hunter’s Trail apron worked on and get quotes for it.
RESOLUTION #14-05-01 – Adjourn
Moved by Conley, second by Pavlick to adjourn the meeting at 6:02 p.m. Roll: Conley, yes;
Pavlick, yes; Monroe, yes.
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